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How Funds Were Used

The goal of Full Cycle’s work is that homeless youth will gain the resources, connections and experience necessary to be

truly self-sufficient and enter adulthood with the confidence that they can stay off the streets and thrive.

Objectives — Homeless and runaway youth learned how to:
1. Interview for a job, earn a salary, and keep a job; and learn basic bicycle repair and maintenance skills during Phase I

of a 6-month internship.
2. Run a bike shop, provide repair services, and sell used and/or refurbished bikes to the public during Phase II of a 6-

month internship.
3. Give back to the community by participating in Pay It Forward projects.

Full Cycle received a Wells Foundation grant of $5,000 in 2017 to continue its work of preparing homeless youth for

employment through its 6-month paid internship and mentoring program.

During the first three months of the internship, homeless youth participated in classroom learning nine hours per week.

The curriculum included bicycle mechanics, demonstrations, hands-on practice sessions, and written and timed

performance tests. Interns also learned from guest speakers, participated in group bike rides, attended community

events, and participated in site visits to learn about and connect with future employment opportunities. Interns learned

how to write resumes, gained interviewing skills, and practiced professionalism, customer service, and accountability.

They also increased their financial literacy by learning about bank accounts, different options for saving money, how to

keep their money safe, financial planning, and how to build a credit history. Full Cycle’s partnership with Wings Credit

Union allows for financial experts to come work with our youth interns in the areas of financial planning, saving, and

budgeting their hard earned paychecks.

In the final three months of the internship, youth interns put their new skills to work in the Full Cycle bike shop. They

learned how to run the shop, operate a point of sales system, provided customer service, provided bike repairs and

tune-ups, and made connections with potential employers. Throughout the entire internship, youth received a bi-weekly

paycheck so they could focus on learning instead of worrying about meeting their basic needs. Youth not only gain

employment skills but have the opportunity to establish a strong foundation.

Internship: Phase I — During the first three months of the internship, homeless youth participated in classroom learning

nine hours per week. The curriculum included bicycle mechanics, demonstrations, hands-on practice sessions, and

written and timed performance tests. They heard from guest speakers, participate in group bike rides, attend

community events, and participate in site visits to learn about and connect with future employment opportunities both

within and outside of the cycling industry. Interns will develop interviewing, professionalism, customer service, and

accountability skills in addition to learning how to write a resume. They developed financial literacy by learning about

bank accounts, options for saving money, how to keep their money safe, financial planning, and building a credit history.

Internship: Phase II — in the final three months of the internship, teens put their new skills to work in the Full Cycle Bike

Shop. They learned how to run the shop, operate a point of sales system, provide customer service, do bike repairs and

tune-ups, and make connections with employers that will take a chance on them. Throughout the entire internship,

youth received a bi-weekly paycheck so they could focus on learning instead of worrying about meeting their basic

needs.



Pay It Forward Projects — Interns will participate in at least one Pay it Forward Project during their internship. For

example, interns may tune-up, clean and repair bikes for Free Bikes 4 Kidz, a local nonprofit that donates bikes to kids

that can’t afford them, or prepare a fleet of bikes and deliver them to a local homeless shelter. Another example of a

Pay It Forward Project is Full Cycle Neighborhood Days. During the summer months when school is out, Full Cycle

Interns host a series of 6 neighborhood days where younger kids in the neighborhood can get their bikes fixed at no

cost, win free bikes in a raffle, and join interns and staff for a BBQ lunch. The most important aspect of Pay It Forward

projects is that they empower interns to recognize that they have the ability to give back and help others even though

they themselves are not getting their needs met.

Every year Full Cycle assesses the quality of its internship programming and the impact it has on youth participants. In

2017 we were able to provide youth interns with a higher level of instruction by hiring a full time Phase II Instructor to

focus on more advanced mechanical and professional development in the retail bike shop to meet the needs of all

participants and their individual learning styles. Full Cycle continues to expand employment opportunities for graduates

through Full Cycle Food Delivery, Graduate Classroom Assistant, and added an additional Graduate Mechanic Position to

balance the needs of a growing social enterprise.

Whether the total amount awarded has been used

The total amount awarded was used.

Any changes in the program structure since the time of application

No changes since the time of application.

Criteria for success:

1. A minimum of 15 (out of 20) youth will complete the first 3 month phase of the internship program.

2. A minimum of 10 (out of 20) youth will complete both Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the internship program (6 month

program).

3. A minimum of 8 (out of 10) youth will demonstrate the ability to use basic business skills including resume writing,

interviewing, customer service, and professionalism.

4. At least 40% of Full Cycle internship graduates will obtain employment for a minimum of 3 months.

Outcomes:

• 74% (14 of 19) youth completed the first three-month phase of the internship.

• 63% (12 of 19) youth completed the full six-month program.

• 100% (12 of 12) youth demonstrated ability to use basic business skills including resume writing, interviewing,

customer service and professionalism.

• 42% (5 of 12) Full Cycle internship graduates obtained and maintained employment for a minimum of 3 months.


